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For many years of a slower-moving world, the Prospects newsletter service was a monthly
event mailed out to clients ...until the arrival of the Internet and e-mail, coinciding with the
steady collapse of the South African mail services, changed everything.
Thus, as life and economic data began accelerating to warp speed, we introduced a free supplementary
service known as Richard Cluver Predicts, and thank heavens we did because investors can no longer
afford the leisure of waiting for a month before reviewing their portfolios. Indeed, even the most
conservative of investors can barely afford the luxury of doing so only once a week which is why I these
days recommend subscription to the ShareFinder service for every serious investor!
As an example of the speed of change today, never before have I seen ShareFinder so rapidly
advancing the date of its prediction of the next market bear phase as it digests incoming daily data.
When I wrote my book The Crash of 2020 the prediction then was for New York’s S&P500 Index to
crash in September this year. But every week this year it has accelerated that date until by early last
week it had moved the event to the third week of this month. But Thursday and Friday changed all of
that with the result that the projection now looks like this:

So it is now down-hill from here until August 10 which now looks like the final bottoming of this
market followed by recovery until the end of September, another less severe down leg until the second
week of November and then a long recovery following that.
Happily, for local investors, the JSE Overall Index appears to be a lot less geared lately in its reactions
to US markets with the consequence that the latest downward reaction was considerably more modest.
Furthermore, as my parallel trend lines suggest, the market appears now to be in a long-term recovery
trend but with considerable volatility within it.

Blue chips are, however, likely to be more severely affected as my next graph suggests for, following a
mid-July peak there is likely to follow a three-leg decline until the bottom is reached in mid-January.
Clearly, we are in for a roller-coaster ride which has the potential to make a lot of money for those who
are prepared to take some speculative positions.

Other markets confirm the view that we are now well into the second down-trend of this bear market.
Below I show you ShareFinder’s view on London’s Footsie 100 which, taking in mind probably the worst
Covid-19 outcome in the world coupled with a public as politically widely divided as is the US right now
and the gross uncertainty of the Brexit issue, has been deeply negative for a long time and
consequently has reflected a share market yo-yo every bit as wild as Wall Street’s. Here the index
appears likely to bottom around July 7 before beginning its second recovery phase lasting (for now)
until the first week of October before the final run-down until the end of January and likely to feel further
losses at around an annualized rate of six percent as denoted by the yellow trend line:

Probably the healthiest economy in Europe is Germany and so it is useful to look at the projection of the
Dax Index which is seen to likely bottom around August 14 before mounting a recovery until the second
week of October before finally bottoming around the first week in December. However, here it should be
noted that this down-phase is within the context of an overall recovery trend delineated by my green
trend line which suggests an annualized rate of over 50 percent:

Of course, looking beyond all of this lies a period of normality once Covid-19 is behind us and that is
likely to come sooner that most of us could imagine given our global preoccupation with the pandemic.
Normality, as I understand it, will come when some 60 percent of our global population has been
infected and mostly recovered or, once we have all been immunized by one of the around 159 different
vaccines currently under development. How long that will take depends largely upon which news
source you listen to but, although no vaccine has completed clinical trials, there are multiple efforts in
progress to develop such a vaccine. On the length of this spectrum lies the fate of the global economy.
A successful vaccine would inevitably make massive profits for the laboratory that developed it and
recent announcements of current candidate vaccines passing significant hurdles have been rewarded
by share markets adding considerable percentage points. One might thus reasonably conclude that the
announcement that someone is about to start mass immunization anywhere on this planet might send
share markets into stratospheric territory. Since, furthermore, that is precisely what ShareFinder is
predicting beginning as early as August I am currently assuming that we thus have only a short wait.
And bearing in mind how ShareFinder has lately produced rapidly moving target dates, it could come
even sooner!
It is worth noting that in February, the World Health Organization said it did not expect a vaccine
against severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2), the causative virus, to
become available in less than 18 months. However, previous attempts to develop a vaccine against the
coronavirus diseases, SARS and MERS, established considerable knowledge about the structure and
function of coronaviruses – which accelerated rapid development during this year of varied technology
platforms for a COVID-19 vaccine – but all the previous coronavirus vaccine candidates failed in earlystage clinical trials, with none being advanced to licensing.
By this month, however, some 159 vaccine candidates were reported to already be in development,
with two in Phase II efficacy and dose-testing studies in human subjects, five in Phase I–II safety and
efficacy trials, and four in Phase I trials. But the likelihood of any reaching the stage of global
immunization might still be a long way off and conspiracy theories currently abound about the likelihood
of favored distribution of vaccines within one or a few select countries such as, for example, the
AstraZeneca-University of Oxford vaccine candidate in respect of which there is concern that it might be
prioritized for distribution first within the UK and to the "highest bidder" – the United States, which made
an advance payment of $1.2 billion to secure 300 million vaccine doses for Americans, even before the
AstraZeneca-Oxford vaccine is proved safe or effective. So some debating is required before we see
relief from the grip of the virus.
Meanwhile, the virus aside, economic challenges are mounting
everywhere with most economists in agreement that we are
already in a situation that equals the aftermath of the 1929
Black Friday Wall Street crash and a substantial number think it
might be significantly worse. In Britain, for example, the latest
20.4 percent monthly GDP contraction has been the worst since
they began measuring GDP in that country and likely to be the
worst since 1706. And the Developing World could be far worse
hit.
Turning to the predictions I made in my latest book, The Crash
of 2020, a new Oxford university study has suggested that, against an official urban unemployment rate
of 6 percent in April, China’s true rate could be a lot closer to 20 percent which is calling into question
the ability of the Communist Party to remain in power there and does a lot to explain increased levels of
saber-rattling by China in respect of Taiwan and Hong Kong.
Furthermore, figures coming out of the US this week make it clear that government debt now exceeds
the emergency levels reached during World War Two. For those of you who read The Crash of 2020,
you will recall I predicted a sharp monetary contraction allied to a share market collapse triggering
emergency funding measures which would ignite massive waves of inflation as the only means by
which governments might begin to erode their debt. Exactly that process is now unfolding with precious
metals, fine art and, above all, with the stock market, offering the only safe havens. I hope you have
paid attention!

The Prospects Portfolio

We were able to sell our holding in Advtech at R8.12 which locked in a tax loss of R140 166 which I
hope to be able to set against a capital gain later in the year and so we entered this phase with cash of
R219 050 in the bank ahead of the next market bottom. As a result our portfolio, depicted below, looks
rather healthier than it did last month at an overall value of R3.207-million:

Three shares sit in my sights to spend this money on, Sabvest, MondiPlc and Prosus. Starting with
Prosus, the projection graph on the left suggests that these will bottom around July 14 and again in mid
-November, but be warned this projection is based on very little trading data so it will not be as accurate
as in other cases. Mondi is projected to be on the bottom now and due an immediate recovery while
Sabvest is projected to bottom at the end of this month; see graph on the right. I will accordingly buy
Mondi at R300 while waiting to see what happens to the other two.
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The recovery remains on track with the market peak still seen for mid-September followed by a steep
decline that is forecast to follow through until mid-December. With, as I suggested last month, Columbia
Property Trust on our disposal list, we managed to sell at $15.56 at the beginning of June. As a result
we have $85 720 in cash to take advantage of the next market dip. Currently our portfolio looks like this:

Shares on my watch list when the market bottoms are the Brixmor Property Group together with the
Cocoa Cola Corp, both of which we will have a long wait. Brixmor is graphed below left and Coke on
the right:

On this and the following pages we publish lists of the world’s top-performing shares which, we submit, should
form the bulk of your investment portfolios in their respective countries or as suggested replacements for any in
your portfolios that are achieving lesser growth rates than the ShareFinder Blue Chip average growth rates which
head the lists. The shares listed in the first block of each list have been selected because of their investment
grade quality, their very high dividend growth rates and superior investment safety. The second block of ten offers
significantly higher dividend growth rates but at the price of a greater degree of investment risk.
The shares listed in the third block have been selected because of their investment grade quality and their very
high price growth rates. These offer superior investment safety.
Those in the fourth block generally offer significantly higher price growth rates but at the price of a greater degree
of investment risk:
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